This pdper explores social customs of cooking and dining as farming emerged in tbe earliest uillages of Palestine and Jordan (12,. Tbe dpprodch is a spatial analysis of in siru bearths, pits, bins, benches, platforms, actiuity areas, caches, and ground stone artefacts. Mortars, pestles, and bouls ffust appear in significant numbers in base camps of semi-sedentary Natufian hunter-gatherers. Elaborate and decorated, these artefacts imply a newly formal socidl etiquette of food-sharing. Tbey uere used within bouses, near heartbs, and in outdoor areas. The earliest farmers of the Khiamian and Pre-Pottery Neolithic A used simple, mostly undecorated, ground stone tools. One-room houses were often fitted u.,itb a hearth and a small mortar in tbe centre, featules tbat also occur in outtloor areas. In tbe Early and Mildle Pre-Pottery Neolitbic B, firepits, rnilling stations, and storage features were placed on porches and outdoor areas near house doors, These areas formed a transition zone between house and community, where food preparation prouided opportunities for social contacts. The most priuate rooffis in houses were supplied with benches, platforms, and decorated hearths, and probably sbebered bousehold meals. In the Late PPNB, uben some uillages gretu to unprecedented sizes, storage, and cooking facilities were placed in constricted, priuate spaces comparatiuely hidden from community uiew. Numerous milling tools and muhiple milling stations in indiuidual houses suggest intensific!1tion of production of prepared foods. It is drgued that adub women bore tbe brunt of the increased labour and that these actiuities placed tbem under new restrictions of daily actiuity and uisibility in relation to uillape communities.
INTRODUCTION
In the vast literature on the emergence of agriculture and village life in the Middle East, very little has been said about the social customs by which early farmers prepared and consumed food. Yet meals are everyday rituals of profound importance in social life, structuring daily social intercourse and reinforcing cultural values. Sometimes, cooking and dining are mainly social rituals in which nutrition is of little significance (Farb & Armelagos 1980; Hattox 1985; Mead 1.947) .In an English house or in a Bedouin tent, a stimulating drink facilitates conversation and conveys hospitality. The social act of serving and sharing coffee or tea, according to precise cultural rules of procedure, is more to the point than mere thirst.
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Ethnographies document a breathtaking diversity in food customs. Staples, equipment, techniques, and organisation of activities all vary widely. Food choices, processing, cooking, dining, 'table manners', and hospitality serve many social functions. They enculturate individuals, encode social relationships, define social groupings, mark changes of status and role, and symbolise other elements of social structure (Douglas L972; Levi-Strauss 1969 1,978; Messer 1984 : Richards 1939 . Food customs are central to rnany kinds of social negotiations (the politics of gastronomy; Appadurai 1981). For example, individuals or groups may negotiate status by using hospitality as an opening gambit in reciprocity, which in turn can work for or against equality (cf Sahlins 1972) . Food customs can be used to legitimise, undermine, or manipulate social or political hierarchies. High status is often conspicuously marked by specially-prepared or exotic foods (cuisines), eaten in elaborate settings guided by THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY prescribed rituals such as feasts or banquets (eg, Firth L957; Goody 1982; Rappaport 1958) .
Archaeologists have only just begun to explore such issues (Clark & Blake 1993; David et al. 1988; Davidson 1997; Forest 1995; Gosden & Hather 1999; Hastorf 1991; lofle 1998; Sherratt 1981; Speth 1990; Wiessner & Schiefenhovel 1995; Vright forthcoming) . Most discussions of the food habits of early farmers centre on ecology and diet. What can archaeology tell us about social customs of cooking and dining in the houses and villages of early farmers? How did these customs emerge and change through time?
Since 1980, excavations have shed new light on the earliest known farming villages, which lie in Palestine and Jordan (the southern Levant) and evolved between 12,650 and 5850 cal sc ( Fig. 1 Kafafi & Rollefson 7994i 1995; Kuiit 1995; Mahasneh 1997; Nissen et al. 1987; Rollefson 1997 and passimi Rollefson et al. 1990; 1992; ri(aheeb & Fino L997) . Drawing on space syntax and household archaeology (Hillier & Hanson 1984; Kent 1990) , Banning (1995) and Byrd (1994) argue that early south Levantine villages evolved from open houses with easy access between house and community, ro more structured settlements with sharper distinctions between public and private space. If so, how was food preparation organised spatially and socially, between household and community? V(hich resources and activities were shared and which were private? Were cooking facilities integrated into living quarters or detached from them? Did eady villagers have rooms specifically designed for preparing food (kitchens)?
METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS
This paper presents a spatial analysis of in situ storage bins, pits, ground stone tools, vessels, hearths, ovens, firepits, pavings, artefact clusters, caches, and (to some extent) middens in villages of the Natufian and Pre-Pottery Neolithic. The results grew out of a preliminary study of food processing at some 25 sites (riflright 1992, table 1-1). A number of these projects are drawing to a close and the publications are in progress. Thus, newly-available stratigraphic evidence makes it possible to attempt a synthesis of how and where early farmers prepared and consumed food within villages.
The analysis entails several working assumptions and caveats concerning scope:
1. I assume that the artefacts and features listed above were used for preparing. storing. or consuming food. But it is not necessary to assume that it was exclusively so. These artefacts and features were undoubtedly used for a variety of other purposes unrelated to food. 2. The analysis is strictly limited to preserved artefacts and features suggesting pounding, mixing, milling (=grinding), cooking, transporting, serving, storing, and consuming food within villages. In short, activities involving perishable tools or off-site procedures are not discussed here and a number of tasks (eg, harvesting, butchery) are not included in rhe anarysrs, 3. My focus is on broad cultural patterns of food preparation, not diets, nutrition, or specific foods. Organic remains such as seeds and animal '.-'j- (i ---- '' (-..-' " ,o THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY bones, detailed studies of which can be found elsewhere, are dealt with only selectively here, for several reasons. First, the taphonomy and recovery of organic remains are directly conditioned, in the first place, by processing techniques themselves and where these techniques were used in sites. Furthermore, and despite widespread assumptions to the contrary, particular types of food do not rigidly dictate specific processing methods. A good example is the removal of husks from wheat seeds which can be accomplished either by pounding or parching.
Nor do specific processing techniques imply an emphasis on any particular foods. For example, pounding and milling tools, often associated with grain, are used for a vast array of substances today and the same was true in antiquity (rifright 7992, table 2-5, table 2 -6; 1994,240-2) ; in the modern Middle East, mortars and pestles are used to mix spices and to prepare meat. Particular species of plants and animals are but the ingredients of culinary traditions, governed by environments only in the most general way (and trade in food even transcends that). How and where the ingredients are prepared and combined is culturally determined and cooking traditions may vary substantially in rhe same environment (Mallos 1979) . In this light, it seems essential to delineate cultural patterns of food preparation, in order to interprer betrer organic remains themselves. A critical eye is needed to assess whether ground stone artefacts and features are really in situ. Prehistoric people often cleaned out their houses, taking artefacts with them to use elsewhere, to be stored, reused as building stones, or discarded. Some houses may have been closed via special rituals before being renovated or abandoned (a habit possibly practiced at Qatalhoyiik; Louise Martin, pers. comm.). In this study, these site formation and taphonomy issues were investigated as closely as possible on a case-by-case basis. Stratigraphic evidence was buttressed by observations on the condition and portability of artefacts and features. For example, I assume that clusters of broken or worn-out portable grinding tools probably represent disposal, whilst clusters of unbroken tools are better candidates for true activity areas (when such clusters cannot be attributed to cachine.) Fixed features such as hearths, bins, or grinding slabs set into floors are assumed to represent in sila activity areas. 5. Contemporaneity of houses, artefacts, and . features is likewise a critical issue. Since villages grew by stages, not all houses in an individual layer were necessarily in use at the same precise moment in time. Generally, the smaller the unit of observation (such as an individual context), the more reliable the assumption of contemporaneity. In this paper, I assume that individual house floors (especially final floors before abandonment, and especially features fixed within them) are reasonably secure as to contemporaneity. Larger units such as house compounds and whole villages are inevitably more problematic. However, I assume that spatial patterns at this level of observation are valid as long as we recognise that we are dealing with bands of time, not moments (cfBinford 1981).
FORMALITY: NATUFIAN BASE CAMPS, .. 12,650 10,450/050 cal Bc Natufian hunter-gatherers inhabited base camps with the earliest known grouped stone houses, grouped burials, and significant numbers of ground stone tools, pits, and rock-cut basins. Faunal and botanical remains show that some camps were occupied for most or all of the year. Base-camp diets were very diverse and involved intensive foraging in rerritories near the sites. By the Late Natufian (11,250-10,450/050 cal tc), some of these populations were probably experimenting with culdvation (Colledge 1994; Hillman et al. 1989; Hillman in press; Tchernov 1991) . Vhat do we know about Natufian food customs? First, numerous, well-made ground stone tools and vessels are specific only to base camps with architecture and burial. In sites lacking these, burchery, hearths, and ourdoor roasting areas occu( but such tools are few and crude, or absent (Byrd 1 989, 21; Wright 199 4, 2 5 4l. The base-camp artefacts consist of pounding tools (rough, fixed boulder mortars, bedrock mortars, robust pestles); mixing tools (delicate pestles and vessel-mortars with solidfoot bases); milling or grinding tools (handstones, grinding slabs); possible serving vessels (medium-sized open bowls); miniature vessels (bowls and small platters or plates); and disks with central depressions 10. K. Vlright socrAl oRrcrNs oF cooKrNG & DrNrNG, EARLY VTLLAGES, .i?EsrERN AsrA (Fig. 2) . Second, the base-camp assemblages are strikingly similar in composition, type frequencies, shapes, and styles from one site to another (Figs 3 & 4) . In particular, pestles, mortars, and vessels from different camps have similar ranges of forms and decorations, including even specific motifs such as carved meander designs and animal heads ( Fig. 2 ; Belfer-Cohen 1988, fig. 3; 1991, f1g.7; Edwards 1997, fig. 7; Noy 1991, figs 3-4,5; Perrot 1956a, figs 15 & 17\. The best spatial data come from 'Ain Mallaha, Wadi Hammeh 27, Hayonim Cave and Hayonim Terrace (Bar-Yosef 199'l; Dolllus forthcoming; Edwards 1991; Perrot 1966a; Valla 198 8, 1991; Valla et al. 19861 1989: 1.991 ).
Early Natufian In Early Natufian base camps, most evidence for food preparation comes from inside houses, whilst evidence for the use of outdoor areas is so far limited. Thus, in early levels at Hayonim Cave, processing tools were found almost exclusively inside structures near hearths (Bar-Yosef 1,991,). At Early Natufian 'Ain Mallaha, four superimposed structures, an additional house, two smaller structures, and an open area were excavated (Fig. 5a ). Clusters of ground stone tools were found in most structures. Hearths were found in only three houses, but in each case (Houses 131, 1, 62), clusters of pestles and vessels were found near the hearths. Most hearths were circular and carefully built, lined with stone slabs forming a small wall b 8E t@ tw around the basin, There is almost no evidence for how the outdoor area between the houses was used at this time (Dof lfus forthcoming; Penot 1.966a; Valla 1988, fig. 3; 1991, 112-15) . From the scarcity of chippedstone debitage in House 131, Valla (ibid., 11, 5) inferred that the house was cleaned and the refuse discarded in the outdoor area. Still, pits and other features were missing from the open area and only isolated pestles and grinding slabs were found there. Two houses and an exterior space were excavated at Early Natufian ! adi Hammeh 27 lEdwards et al-1988; Edwards 1991) . The outdoor space revealed mainly traces of curved stone features, burials, and some burned areas. Each house interior revealed ashy areas defined as hearths, along with with curved stone features lbenches?)r one house also had a small platform. Despite extensive flotation for maximum recovery of organic remains, all plants from the excayation came from within the structures. Nearly all contexts that produced plant remains also had ground stone processing tools (Table 2) (Colledge 1994, table 5.3; Wright 1992) .In House XX E/F, high concentrations of plant remains were found next to a hearth. Two caches of processing tools were found near the house wall. Cache t held two vessel-mortars with two pestle-mixers stacked on top of them. A second pair of pestles was found stacked together nearby. Cache 2 contained two vessel-mortars, two handstones and one pestle-mixer inside one mortar. The caches suggest that pairs of processing-tool sets were recognised as toolkits, Late Natufian Mixing/pounding tools and vessels were found in nearly every house in Late Natufian 'Ain Mallaha, but as before, hearths were only found in three. In House 26, a large, immovable boulder mortar lay nexr ro the hearth; most pestles from the house were clustered on the floor nearby. Across the room, a stone bin was built against the house wall, with a pestle just behind it against the wall.
Late Natufian camps display more evidence for activities in shared spaces between houses. Only wo outdoor hearths are known from Natufian sites and both are Late Natufian (Nahal Oren and Hayonim Terrace; Noy 1989a; Noy et al. 1973; Yalla et al.199l ). In Hayonim Cave, clusters of mortars and pestles were found between houses (Bar-Yosef 1991). At Late Natufian 'Ain Mallaha, outdoor areas contained burials, pits, basins, middens, and clusters of pounding tools (Fig. 5b) . Although often seen as storage fearures, the pits served various functions. One clayJined pit contained ash, turtle, and fish bones; another held a flat basin. Several pits contained processing tools, some apparently caches and others probably discarded as refuse. The pits make it difficult to interpret the distributions of ground stone tools, bur substandal clusters were found in the open areas, including one cluster with six mortars and three Destles in an area of I x I m {Dollfus forthcoming; Perrot l9o6a. figs l0 & 14; Valla 1988; Valla 199'l, 116-9) . Since Natufian houses never exceeded 28 m2 in area, processing and cooking would have involved small groups of only a few individuals. Pairs of mortar-pestle sets found in caches suggest that eirher: (1) two persons were involved in pounding and mixing; (2) pounded foods were deemed to require two separate mortar-pestle sers; (3) a backup set of tools had to be available in the event of breakage; or (4) food preparation of this kind entailed some other logic involving pairs (cfLevi-Strauss 1963, 35) .
The composition of groups preparing food in the houses could have varied. Flannery (1972, 30-4) suggested that'Ain Mallaha and other Natufian base 10. K. Wright socrAl oRrcrNs oF cooKrNG & DtNrNc, EARLy vrLLAGl-:s, rI(/ESTERN AsrA camps were organised as circular house compounds in which adult women and their children occupied their own huts. As a test of this hypothesis, he proposed that ground stone tools -believed to represent women's activities -might be found in some houses but not others in a given compound. But most houses at Mallaha, IJfadi Hammeh 27, and Hayonim have some of rhese rools, in combinarions \ugge\ting working toolkits; differences between houses cannot be discerned.
Natufian ground stone tools were curated, labour intensive to produce, and decorated with carvings and sometimes paint. They suggest formality in foodsharing and an element of social ritual surrounding it. Indeed, ground stone tools figured in mortuary ritual. At Nahal Oren, Hayonim Cave, El Wad, and Wadi Hammeh 27, mortars, pestles, and other ground stone items were found in graves. However, there is no cooccurrence of these items with group or single burial, gender, or age and, in particular, no link between adult women and these items (Byrd & Monahan 1995; riVright 1992) .
Formalitg decoration, and ritual are widely believed to highlight social boundaries, tensions, or situations perceived as dangerous to the social order (Douglas 1,966, 2-3, 34-5; Malinowski 1954; Radcliffe-Brown 1952, 147-50) .lf so, what tensions might have existed in the Natufian? Territoriality, semi-sedentism, and rising birth rates would have encouraged more intensive exploitation of immediately accessible foods (Bar-Yosef & Belfer-Cohen 1991; Hillman & Davies 1990) . as well as technical innovations in preparing food (ri(right 7994). A growing commitment to particular sites may have interfered with fission, the classic means by which mobile hunter-gatherers resolve conflicts (Turnbull 1955; Lee & DeVore 1.968, 9, 155-7) . Such a situation would have exerted pressures on traditional social rules of food-sharing. A formal aesthetic and new rules of etiquette in food-sharing may have been an alternative means of resolving territorial conflicts emerging from reduced mobility. Conspicuous consumption as a means of expressing and settling rivalries is well documented among semi-sedentary hunter-gatherers (eg, Codere 1950). The similarity of ground stone tools and vessels from one base camp to another also suggests that similar rules of foodsharing were recognised between camps.
One might ask whether the base-camp ground stone artefacts suggest special occasions (feasting) involving symbolism and ritual, perhaps associated with burial. It seems likely that rhis was one, but not the only, social context in which the tools were used. Finally, one might enquire as to the symbolic meaning of the decorated ground stone tools. Since symbols are the arbitrary assignment of meaning to form, there is little we can say about the specific referents of the motifs. However, the motifs that appear on the tools also appear on other artefacts and therefore were not unique to processing equipment, Meander designs occur on both bowls and on house walls (Fig.2 (Colledge 1994; Hopf 1983; Kuijt 1995; Kislev 1997; van Zeist & Bakker Heeres 1985 ) . In this period, tools and techniques for preparing food were different from those of the Natufian. Generally, ground stone artefacts were much cruder and, with very rare exceptions, lacked decoration. One important exception, a handstone from Netiv Hagdud, has an incised motif reminiscent of Natufian motifs (Gopher '19771 . Grrnding slabs and small handstones (milling tools) used for bulk foodstuffs are much more common in these assemblages. They imply a new emphasis on more finely ground foods, which maximise availability of nutrients by exposing more surface area of the product (Fig. 5a-b, f; !(right 1994) . Slabs with small mortar surfaces ('cupholes') were probably used with small pestles for processing small quantities (Fig.5e ). Stone vessels were mainly rough, shallow open bowls, about 200 mm in diameter with relarively litrle variationl some were certainly used for grinding. Finer bowls are very rare (Fig. 6c-d; Dorrell 1983; Gopher 7997,159-50; Noy 1979, Iig.4) . Basket fragments testify to the use of perishable vessels (Schick 1997, 1.97-8) .
Netiu Hagdud Most PPNA villages consisted of one-room oval houses of about 3-8 m in diameter, irregularly arranged around open areas. At Netiv Hagdud, some 20 structures and an outdoor area were exposed (Fig. 7) . House interiors were fitted with pavings of flat stones associated with heanhs of ash and burned stones near the room\ centre (Houses 21, 8, 40) . Most houses also had a fixed cuphole slab set into the floor nearby. Small numbers of pestles, handstones, and vessels were found on most house floors. Pits and stone bins were placed against house walls. [n one house, a stone bin held a cache of stored tools composed of three shaft straighteners, two handstones, and three grinding slabs. House 8, the sole house with an interior partition wall, produced 54 ground stone items, including three fixed cuphole slabs, handstones, pestles, a polished axe, and broken bowls. Fragments of three adult skulls were also found on this floor (burials were also found underneath other house floors).
The same range of features was also found in outdoor areas at Netiv Hagdud: stone bins, mudbrick bins, fixed cuphole slabs, clusters of handstones and pestles, a hearth and paving, and burials. Nearly all contexts that produced plant remains also produced ground stone tools. These contexts were both inside and outside of houses (Table 3 ) (Bar-Yosef & Gopher 1997,46, fig. 3.19; Gopher 1997, fig. 5.18; Kislev 1997) .
Gilgal
At Gilgal, of 13 oval houses, some had hearths identified by ash, clay borders, and burnt gravel. Cuphole slabs were said to occur on the floor of each house, along with pestles, grinding slabs, handstones, and vessels. House 11 held a storage feature with oats, barley, acorns, and pistachios near the door; many processing tools were found on the opposite side of the house, along with basket fragments (Noy 1979 (Noy , 2334 1989b; Noy er a/. 1980, 64-5, pls 2 c & 3a) .
Nahal Oren
Of 20 houses at Nahal Oren, most contained a circular stone-bordered hearth, often with a cuphole slab nearby. Pestles, grinding slabs, and bowls were found on the floors (Noy er a/. 1973; Stekelis & Yzraeli 1963 , pls a-<).
Iraq ed-Dubb
Of three structures at Iraq ed-Dubb Cave, Structure I had high densities of charred wheat and barley (wild and domestic), legumes, pistachio, fig, and a pit with wild einkorn. In Structure Il, a central hearth had a cuphole slab next to it, whilst a deep pit was found next to one wall (Colledge 1994, 163, table 5.4; Kuijt 1995) .
Gesher
Structures were poorly preserved at Gesher (Garfinkel 1993 ), but one house had a hearth with a fixed cuphole slab next to it. A pit within the structure held a cache of handstones and a basalr bowl. Just outside of the house, Garfinkel (1993, 493) found 'dozens of basalt and limestole vessels, pestles, grinding slabs, rounded grinding stones and hammerstones.' At Hatoula, the interior of the only well-preserved house (of two) revealed a pit-hearth, a slab with cupholes, a pit filled with small pebbles, and a mortar and pestle for-rnd against a wall near the house door Outside the structure, a cluster of heavn immobile mortars and pestles were found (Lechevallier & Ronen 1985; Lechevallier er al. 1989, 3) .
Jericbo
At Jericho, the best exposed house (Area M) was a sunken, one-room, oval mudbrick building about 5 m in diameter, entered via a walled stone ramp leading downward to a stone threshold on the floor Ground stone tools and vessels were found on the floor, along with hearths and pits. Jericho is the only PPNA village with a wall, probably built for protection from mudslides {Bar-Yosef 1985). The sole evidence for the use of community space is the Jericho towel At 30 feet (c. 10 m) in height, with an internal staircase, it is a unique public building of unknown fr-rnctions, but a bin was built next to it (Kenyon & Holland 1981 .
Discussion
Thus, many PPNA houses were supplied with standard fixed facilities arranged in patterned ways. Food preparation tools were both stored and used inside houses. Pits and/or bins, typically one or two per house, were often placed against house walls; caches of portable processing tools were sometimes stored in them. Normally, a single hearth and one fixed cuphole slab next to it dominated the centre of the one room in a house. Clusters of pestles, mortars, handstones, mobile grinding slabs, and vessels have been found on house floors, either near hearths or against house walls. Some houses contained several fixed cuphole slabs and unusually high numbers of processing tools. The hearth-cuphole slab combination suggests that cupholes and pestles were used to process and dispense foodstuffs in small amounts, perhaps flavourings added to bulk foods during cooking or dining (eg, herbs, oils, animal fat, nuts). It is tempting to interpret this as a response to gradually declining dietary diversity (c/Hillman et al. 1989) .
Activities conducted in houses also took place in exterior space: storage, milling, cooking, paving (and burial). This cannot be attributed merely to site formation processes. The features include in situ hearths, stone pavings, cuphole slabs, and heavy mortars. Accumulations of unbroken pounding and milling tools (including heavy grinding slabs) occur just outside of houses. They suggest repeated use of specific outdoor areas, possibly by work parties. In terms of food preparation, boundaries between house and common space were quite fluid and remarkably unstructured (Table 3). 'With rare exceptions, PPNA ground stone artefacts utterly lack the extent of diversity, workmanship, and decoration that we see in the Natufian. The same is true of hearths, which were often merely areas of ash or burned stones. ClearlS a different set of attitudes to food and dining were at work. The PPNA villages seem to have had little interest in conspicuous displays in preparing and serving food. Despite the presumed profundity of the agricultural 'revolution', cultural practices surrounding meals were remarkably undramatic and low-key. Several possibilities might account for this: (1) the medium of decoration or display was in perishable items; (2) other irems of material culture were used to convey social messages at meals (eg, figurines, skulls); (3) extreme simplicity was regarded as the proper aesthetic of cooking and dining. But storage features may be a partial exception to the pattern. Stonelined bins, relatively rare in Natufian sites, are considerably more ubiquitous in the PPNA. They occur both within and outside of houses and one is linked to the onlv known oublic structure. the Tericho tower.
KITCHEN PORCHES AND HEARTH ROOMS: EARLY MIDDI-E PRE,POTTERY NEOLITHIC B.
.. 8800-7550 cal Bc
Sites of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB) ranged from hunting camps to large villages. The village economies were based on cultivated cereals and legumes, hunting and gathering, and, by the Late PPNB, domestic goats and sheep (Garrard 1999; Horwitz et a|.1999 stone artefacts show that these tools are more diverse in form than the PPNA versions (Wright "1992; 7993; forthcoming) . Large milling tools -grinding slabs and handstones -dominate the PPNB food processing equipment. Many of these are considerably larger than their PPNA counterparts and would have permitted cooks to process more food in a given operation (Figs 8 & 9) . Many grinding slabs were essentially immovable. For example, of 26 cornplete grinding slabs from Beidha, the mean weight was 26.74 kg; some slabs weighed as much as 52 kg. The handstones used with these slabs vary from small discoidal tools requiring only one hand to operate, to large oval and loaf-shaped handstones demanding the use of two hands and weighing up to 2.50 kg. Other PPNB ground stone tools include small mortars and pestles and limestone pebbles with cupholes (often with carbon residues on the interior and possibly used as lamps). Vessels, usually made of limestone but sometimes of basalt, are much finer and more diverse in size and shape than those of the PPNA (Fig. 10 ). They were well made, but simple and normally undecorated (with rare exceptions). Shapes are open forms; closed forms are essentially unknown, as are spouts, handles, lugs, or lids. Vessel rims are either rounded, tapered, or flat; bases are almost always round or flat. Vessel forms include miniature bowls and platesi mediumsized globular bowls and V-shaped bowls with thick walls and flat bases; and rare examples of cups on pedestals. Platters, a PPNB innovation, are rhe most numerous vessels, especially in the middle and late PPNB. At Beidha, of 73 stone vessels, 34 were platters. They are large and shallow, oval or rectangular in plan, often with thin walls. Ranging in size from 300 mm to 1.0 m in diameter. these olatters could hold more food ar one rime than mosi PPNA bowls. The smaller platters would have been portable; those from Beidha weigh between 5 kg and 10 kg. A few platters at Beidha had traces of burning on the exterior base and may have been used in cooking (Wright 1 992; forthcoming) .
Other vessels were made of cordaqe. basketry (somerimes with waterproof asphalr liningst. *""i, l,l:!:!: -
fericho was excavated in long narrow trenches, so rhar mosr srone. praster, anc eafly verstons of potterv. Ptaster vessers are more comprex ,r,"n ,io"i"".-#r.'. ;,1 ;1.:ff:Jij:X1",:?T:::;:1il11;l,iXTli;i,11,:,lill pedestal bases and sometimes, incised and painted u hearth room atthe back ofthe house. Another house was designs (Goren & Goldberg 1991; Rollefson 1990 ; s11s1sd f16m a narrow lane, up steps into a small anteroom Rollefson & Simmons 1984 , 21'-21 Schick 1988 ; with a curved wall and a hearth just inside the door (Fig.  'i(right 1993 ).
11b-<) (Kenyon & Holland 1981) .
Early and Middle PPNB villages consisted of small rectilinear houses, open areas between them, and special-purpose buildings. The most common house forms were pier houses, named for the piers that divided house space into rwo or three rooms, resulting in an open, direct-access plan resembling a megaron (Figs 11 & 12) . In the classic pier house, a single house door, sheltered by a porch, led into a small antechamber sometimes partitioned into bins. Directly in line with the front door, a second doorway led into the largest room at the rear, which often held posts and a central hearth. Walls and floors were covered with thick lime plaster, sometimes polished and painted. Normally freestanding, and never larger than 40 m2, pier houses were often built in parallel rows opening onto terraces, courtyards, and alleyways (Byrd & Banning 198 8) .
In pier-house villages, houses were open to view by neighbours, as Banning observed (1995), but there are also nuances. These houses have newly elaborate doorways marked by steps, porches, and paved areas marking off the boundaries between the individual house and the rest of the village. Milling stations, firepits, and storage features are concentrated near house entrances or on terraces just beyond them. Inside houses, the largest, most sheltered rooms often have benches, platforms, and plastered hearths with stone linings or raised clay borders, which were sometimes painted.
Munhata
The PPNB levels at Munhata were damaged by Late Neolithic digging and the stratigraphic sequence is not as secure as one would like. As published, Level 3 has large hearths, unlined firepits, milling toolkits, and vessels clustered on paved and plastered outdoor surfaces near house entrances, The main features inside houses are small, centrally-placed, stone-lined hearths, along with benches (banqaettesJ ( Fig. 11a ; Gopher & Orrelle 1995; Perrot 1966b, s11, fry. 1). ffi)g 
Beisamoun
At Beisamoun 1, all thc milling tools from the best preserved house, in this case portable handstones and pestles, werc found clustered on the paved entry porch at the house door Steps and a door led inro the single inner room, where the hearth was placed just inside the door. Apart from two postholes, the hearth room was essentially bare ( Fig. 12d ; Table  4t tLecher.rllier l9-H. l4J-4. fig.4 '1990:1992) . Two adjacent pier houses (Houses 5 and 4) illustrate stages of renovation as a neighbourhood evolved on a terrace (l'ig. l2a-,<). The houses were built flush wirh each other on basal clay. House 4a was built first, with a door to the south, later blocked by tbe br:ilding of House 6a. In phase b, we have only the rear portions of the houses, the doors having been destroyed by modern road-building. At this time, the houses were either made smaller or moved to the east, whilst the terrace at rhe rear was filled with earth, levelled, and expanded in size fig. 1 ( , and a group of 11 unbroken, portable discoidal and oval handstones in situ (cf Beisamoun) {Table 4). Complete stationary grinding slabs were not found here and in general were rare on Middle PPNB house floors at'Ain Ghazal (Wright 1992 ). Either they were removed for reuse, or milling stations were on the terraces, convenient to largescale cooking facilities. Large stoneJined firepits were found on outdoor terraces at'Ain Ghazal. These were as deep as 0,25 m and sometimes contained oak charcoals (Rollefson 1984, 9 ; 1,98 5, 491' 1 990, 40-1 ; Rollefson & Simmons 1 985, 158). Stone-lined bins and storage areas were also placed just within or just outside of houses. Thus, House 6c had a small storage bin at one outer corner. At House 12, large quantities of lentils, peas, and barley were recovered from an unplastered area set off by a curved stone border near a door (Table 4 ). All of these storage features were very small (Rollefson 1997 ,288: Rollefson & Simmons 1986 fig.9 ).
The 'Ain Ghazal houses never exceeded about 40 m2 and most were smaller. The largest, most private rooms iat least half of the roofed space) were hearth rooms. The hearths were shallow, sunken circles, varying from 0.50 m to 0.90 m in diameter and almost always placed in the cenue of rhe room. They were the focus of considerable atenrion and elaboration. Some had raised clav borders around the perimeter; most were repeatedly replastered. Some were painted (in red) aror:nd the edge, on the raised borderj in one case the entire basin was painted. The hearth fills, composed of fine powdered ash but little charcoal, produced virtually no identifiable archaeo-botanical remains, although plant remains were sometimes recovered from floors near the hearths (eg, House 4c). Hearth rooms were often very clean when excavated, with few iz srt, artefacts, but in House 12 (phase 2), an oval stone bowl rested on a floor near a wall (Banning & Byrd 1984, 17-19, fig.3 ; Donaldson in Rollefson 1985, 54; Rollefson 1983a, 12; 1990,40,44) . Rollefson er al. 1990, 106; Wright 1992) Corridor bouse lToor cacbe in corner of rear room (South Field) 1 discoidalhandstone, l conical pestle fragment, 1 polishing stone,3 axes Ain Ghazal: Yarmoukian (Ref: Rollefson et a/. 1990, 107, figs 9-10; V/right 1992) House floot (cache in conel of room) (Yarmoukian House, South Field) 2 handstones, 1 pestle,2 polishing pebbles,2 grinding slab fragments,3 perforated (finished) spindle whorls,2 unfinished spindle whorls,2 perforated irregular stones (kromweights?), 1 bone awl a. ''- fig. 1 ; b-c. Banning & Byrd '1987, frys 2,4b; Kenyon & Holland 1981, pls 263b-c, 285b; Garstang & Garstang 1948,59) o idr oo (::
'^o fig. 1 ; additional information from Rollefson et al. 1990; d. Lechevallier 1978, tig, 47J Hearth rooms were one focus of mortuary ritual at 'Ain Ghazal. Decapitated burials, skull caches in pits, and skulls (plastered, painted, or bare) were found under or on the floors in these rooms, frequently near the hearths themselves. In House 4a, five burials were placed in a circle around the hearth, as if to suggest use of the hearth by a small group of people (Rollefson 1985, 54; Rollefson & & Simmons 1984, 26; 1986, 153) .
Beidba
Excavated in the 1950s by Diana Kirkbride (1966) , Beidha is being re-analysed and published by Brian Byrd (1994;  forthcoming). As part of this project, the Beidha ground stone assemblage was studied (Wright 1992; forthcoming) . In this large assemblage (N = 1381)it is possible to identify household toolkits and how they relate to other food processing activities.
Houses at Beidha were dif{erent in form from those of other Early-Middle PPNB sites. In Phase A (Early PPNB), Beidha was composed of circular one-room houses with multiple doors and open areas between them (Fig. 13a-b) . The houses initially had only post-holes but by the end of the phase about half had interior features. One badly burned house held quantities of pistachio probably stored in
baskets hanging from the ceiling. Ground stone toolkits from these houses are remarkably consistent, with small numbers of large elongated hammers, axes/celts. whetstones, pebble morrars, pesdes, discoidal hand.tone.-bell-shaped haadstones, grinding slabs, and large ouai basins set into floors (Table 4) . Missing from these klts were platters or other portable stone vessels, which were altogether rare before Phase C. In all, the phase A soatial parrern\ are similar ro rhose of rhe ppNA, though rhe artefacts rhemselves are different lByrd 1,99{ Helbaek in Kirkbride 1965, 63; Wright forthcomins) .
.In Pha.c B rMiddle PPNBT, rhe hou,es had hearrhr, 3latfolms. a1d henche,, bur very fer.r ia silr arrefacrs of any kind {}ig. lJc-d). Of rhe few grolrnd \rone rools in rhese houses, most were axes and hammerstones. Iz sitz grinding slabs, vessels, and mortars were almost entirely absent from l'h.r.e B h,,u.e rnrerror. lTable 4).
In this pcriod, thc courtyards wcre more formallv bounded by srructures. In the courts, large ashy a..as *ith firecra_cked srone testify ro ourdoor cooling lByrd 1994, 651, fig. 6 ). rVhen the study of the neidha miiling tools began in 1988. many large, heavy grindrng slab. were found In a targe outdoor clu\ter on (,ne side of rhe rrllage. Drana Kirkbride (pers. comm., 1989) of slabs had been moved to this spot during excavation, but stated that many were already lying about in the area before excavarion began. lr seem. likell rhar many of rhese slabr denve from rhe ure of rhis .lrea as a millrng rrarion during Phase B. If so, most milling was conducted in the courtyardl whilst interior platforms, benches and hearths suggesi that small groups of people consumed food inside the houses.
Discussion
Early-Middle PPNB sires display new aesrherics and socral rules governing food-sharing. One of rhe mo:r striking fearures is the new diversiry of vessels made of stone and other materials. The diversity imolies an element of specialisarion in rhe pracrical funciions of vessels and more diverse rules of etiquetre in using them.
, Ar house doors. sreps, porches. paved areas, and benches marked off a rransirional zone berween house and community. Facilities for storage, milling, and large-scale cooking were often placed in this transirionalzone. Persons enrering a house would pass drrecly through milling and cooking srations eirher in THE PRfHISTORIC SOCIETY 10. K. Wrigbt socrAl-oRrctNS oF cooKrNG 6. DrNrNG, EARLY vll-l.Acr-]s, \(/EsrERN ASrA community space (terraces, courtyards, alleys) or in transitional'kitchen-porches' leading into houses. These arrangements were, of course, practical: largescale cooking and milling in front of houses would make it easier to keep house interiors clean, a habit which PPNB villagers obviously valued. But the arrangements also had social implications. Storage and food preparation were highly visible activities which would have posed opportunities for social contacts between household and village, even as individual households seem to have controlled their own processing and storage. It seems likely that households shared some facilities such as immovable grinding slabs and large firepits, and that milling and cooking were conducted by work groups.
Hearth rooms were the most secluded soaces in these houses. They were usually very clean and it is possible that when houses were abandoned, /z si/z artefacts were carefully removed (and burials put in) as part of a house-closing ritual. Consequently, the role of these rooms in food preparation is difficult to assess. However, several lines of evidence suggest that they were the focus of household meals (at least in winter or in bad weather). First, benches and platforms are characteristic of these rooms. Second, the hearths were carefully decorated, repeatedly replastered and refurbished. They were shallow, and the fills within them imply thar they held only small fires. Third, arrangements of burials near or even around the hearths suggest how they were used. Finally, rare bowls and botanical remains found in hearth rooms escaped PPNB house-cleaning and suggest that these rooms sheltered meals. If so, the number of participants would have been small, since the rooms never exceed about 25 m2.
Meals, and the artefacts used in them, are a central means by which social groups educate and enculturate individuals, particularly the young, in proper social behaviour (David er dl. 1, 988) . They are also a focus for hospitality. Correct ways of consuming and sharing food in various social contexts are carefully defined and watchfully observed. The rules of consumption vary according to the social situation and cultural perceptions of proper attitudes toward food. If the above reconstruction is correct, mealtimes in PPNB houses were relatively private household affairs and enculturation of this kind was at the household level.
to kin units, we cannot be sure. However, house sizes, burials, and anthropomorphic arr suggest that the nuclear family and the lineage were central to PPNB social organisarion and thar age was an imporranr criterion of the social persona of an individual.
Anthropomorphic art in the PPNB betrays a distinct interest in defining stages of maturity for both sexes. Most female figurines (or those identified as such) have developed breasts and often indicate pregnancy. Masks from Nahal Hemar and a plaster statue from Jericho display painted beards on the chins. The'Ain Ghazal plaster statues, deliberately buried in groups suggesting families or lineages, are portraits of younger and older individuals. Some have carefully delineated cleft, and therefore beardless, chins (Bar-Yosef & Alon 1988, pl. 10; Kenyon 1979, pl. 14b; Rollefson 1983b, pl. ii, 3) .
Like other PPNB art, detachment and decoration of plastered skulls do not correlate with gender, but do correlate with age; only adults received this treatment. Most decapitated burials and detached plastered skulls seem to come from hearth rooms, often near hearths themselves. These burials may not have been immediately visible to house inhabitanrs at the time of occupation; the burials themelves may have been placed in each house when it was abandoned. However, it is difficult to imagine that householders were unaware of the existence of burials beneath them, since houses were repeatedly built on top of each other.
Some decorated skulls have been found sitting on top of hearth room floors. \7e do not know whether they were on display while the houses were in use, but if they were, they would have been reminders of traditional authority represented by lineage forebears, especially adults, to encourage socialisation within the household and respect for elders in lineages, where status was achieved and largely based on age. Children and younger family members may have been the target audience for much Neolithic art, to encourage socialisation into household and lineage traditions (cf David et al. 1988) . Age-set relations -elders and young -within households may have been the most crucial power relations, perhaps the mechanism par excellence of new forms of social control in early permanent villages. Surprisingly little attention has been devoted to age-grade relationships in prehistoric studies, despite a vast literature on their importance in small-scale societies today (eg, Mead 1928; .i7illson 1949) .
If so, what kind of social grouping occupied these If the foregoing analysis is correct, food houses? Since residents of a house n"ed not conform preparation was an arena for social inreraction between households, whilst meal consumption seems to be about privacy, the residential group, and enculturation within the lineage. If so, these habits may reflect tensions between new forms of community cooperation and traditional kinship orsanisation.
PANTRIES AND PRIVATE PROPERTY LATE PRE-POTTERY NEOLTTHIC B, c. 7550-6850 cal Bc
In the Late PPNB, some villages grew to unprecedented sizes of 12-15 ha. Houses, often with two stories and complex plans, were as much as four times larger than those of the Early PPNB, up to 160 m2 lRollefson 7997). \/e also see larger milling tool assemblages per house and more specialised cooking facilities such as ovens, fixed mealing bins, plaster vessels, experiments with pottery-making. Food preparation within houses is more secluded, sometimes in specialised rooms (kitchens). Storage facilities become larger and more elaborate, to include whole rooms. In all, these changes testify to intensified production of prepared foods. It seems likely that sheep and goat domestication was part of this general trend (Sherratt 1981) . By about 5850 cal BC, many (but not all) PPNB villages were abandoned. Population growth, the scale of house-building, tree felling, farming, and early herding may have all contributed to this disruption by causing local environmental damage around individual sites (Rollefson & Kohler-Rollefson 1989) .
Beidba
In Phase C, transitional to the Late PPNB, Beidha evolved into a dense village of two-storey corridor buildings opening onto bounded courtyards. Beidhat seem to be the earliest corridor buildings in the southern Levant. Each corridor building consisted of a basement with up to six small niches (1 m2) linked by a central narrow corridor reached by 2-3 steps down from the house door (Fig. 14a) . Some of the niches had partition walls closing them off, forming secure, private cupboards, The second storeys almost certainly had pier house plans. ln this phase, distinctions between private and public space became sharper. Access to houses was steered by definire paths. Houses were less open, with only one door and steps marking household-community boundaries. The main courtvard was enclosed and seemingly few activities were conducted in it. Large firepits and hearths occurred just outside the village, but many activities moved 'in-house' (Byrd 1994,655) , Nearly all evidence for food preparation and consumption comes from within houses in Phase C ('i0right forthcoming) . The numbers and diversity of ground stone tools from inside houses were much greater and more variable from house to house. One or two houses yielded many such items and others very few. In house basements, niches held caches of handstones, pestles, mortars, globular bowls, platters, and axes (Table 4) . Immovable slabs, many heavily worn, were placed in basement floors, typically in the corridor near the house entrance. Handstones from this phase were diverse in size and form. Many were very large handstones requiring two hands to push across a slab.
Hearth fragments were found in collapse and fill from the upper floors, the probable centres of cooking and dining. Stone vessels, which firsr appear in significant numbers in Phase C, sr:pport this interpretation. Of 37 vessels or vessel fragments, most came from contexts within houses. In contrast to the grinding slabs and handstones, most vessels (33 of 37) were broken. Most also came from fills resulting from the collapse of the upper floors, where they were probably used.
Ain GbazaL
At 12-15 ha, Lare PPNB'Ain Ghazal is one of the largest Neolithic sites in the Middle East. Houses were larger and more variable in plan, with division of interior spaces into smaller rooms. Some villagers occupied small apsidal houses, rectangular with one curved wall. Others occupied large, two-storey corridor buildings attesting to the growth of residential units (Rollefson 1997, 292) . One of these, the Terraced House. had a hearth and an oven in the basement corridor, in a position that could not be readily seen from the house door (Fig. 14b) . The Terraced House basement corridor was small, implying that the space was mainly dedicated to cooking, with convenient access to storage niches. Collapse and fill from the upper floor produced masses of legumes and clay oven fragments, suggesting that the upper floor held additional facilities for storage, cooking, or consumption (Table 4 ; Kafafi & Rollefson 1994,240) .
Basta, es-Safiya, 'Ain el Jammam
In southern Jordan, Basta is a 12 ha village with large courryard houses a' much a' 160 m2 in size. The Area B complex was composed of a large roofed court surrounded by small rooms on four sides. Over 2000 ground stone artefacts were recovered from Basta in two seasons of excavation, hundreds from the Area B building alone (Table  4) . They included large (two-handed) handstones, large grinding slabs, stone vessels, and other items {Qadi in Nissen et 41. 1987; Qadi pers. comm.) . Many were found in fill and used in rebuiding, so activity areas have not been identified, but an oven was discovered in the central room fig.7 ; additional data from Byrd forthcoming, rJflright forthcoming; b. Rollefson 1997, fig. 3; c. Gebel et al. 1997b , figs 1 and 9) (Nissen et a/. 1987) . Elsewhere in southern Jordan, a large courtyard building was exposed at es-Sifiya, along with large numbers of grinding tools (Mahasneh 1997, tigs 3, 6-7) , while 'Ain Jammam produced also ,hundreds ' of such artefacts (rJ0aheeb & Fino 1997,218) .
Ba'ja
Recent excavations at LPPNB Ba'ja revealed a maze-like compound composed of small rooms surrounding larger interior courts (Gebel et al. 1997b,235, tig. 9 ; Fig. 14c ). The courts and rooms were substantially closed off to easy view from neighbours. Access between rooms and compounds was governed by small alleys and extremely narrow passageways. Six food processing activity areas were found in the compound, including three milling stations with heavy grinding slabs (Table 4) . One station (No. 1), in the corner of the cenrral court near the walls, contained firepits, five large grinding slabs. and a dozen hand\rones 'rr;itu. One grinding slab lay in a fixed stone-lined mealing bin, one of the earliest such installations in the Levant. Clusters 2 and 3 also had grinding slabs and handstones in secluded corners of larger rooms. Two large clusters of handstones were found In tiny room\ to the east. again In room corner\. These small rooms also produced many fragments of burnt clay ovens which fell in from either a secono srorey or tne roof above.
Discussion
In the Late PPNB, houses and their facilities became larger, more complicated, more subdivided, and more specialised. The scale and technological complexity of food processing evolved to incorporate ovens and plaster vessels, whilst milling tools from individual houses appear in unprecedented numbers (Table 4) . Food preparation facilities were placed in private spaces not readily visible to neighbours. They include walled-off storage units in corridor-house basements; hearths and ovens inside corridor-building basements or on upper floors; and multiple milling stations in walled-off courts and room corners away from doors. In all. the picture is one of inrensified production of food for larger groups of peoplei pos;ihly mulriple food preparers per house; larger houses; and an emphasis on privacy. including private property. the social consequences of domesrication were privare property, monogamous marriage, the development of class societies, and 'the world historical defeat of the female sex ' \EngeIs '1972 ' \EngeIs ' [1834 Leacock 1972,29-45) . Recent studies of sender and food often emphasise the importance of womeni acrivities in small-scale societies, somerimes seeing these as sources of female power iDahlberg l98li Gero & Conkey 1991; Goody 1976; Hastorf 1998; Hodder 1990 ). The southern Levant, with its precociously early development of food production, is an ideal laboratory for investigating this issue.
Some scholars suggest that oppositions of male and female correspond to orher oppositions such as public vs private/domestic, or wild vs domesticated, or culture ys nature, or dominant vs subordinate (Hodder 1990; Ortner 1972; Reiter 1975) . Such studies often use spatial distributions ro draw lines between male and female activity areas and to evaluate social relations from this. Thus, Hastorf (1991) interprets spatial distributions of food preparation as a measure of opposing gender interests. Specifically a spatial resriction through time of food processing artefacts (ground stone tools) -assumed to be female-related -is interpreted as circumscription and control of female activities. Soatiallv restricted distriburions of female acrivities can be seen as a measure of social distance between women and men (Moore 1985) . Some associare the Drivate domestic sphere {including food prepararion) wirh females, and public dining rituals with masculine control of elite display (Hastorf 199I,477-8; Yentsch 1991, 319) .
The widely-held assumption that food preparation and cooking reflect female acriviries in aericulrural households {as disrincr from specialisr or .indusrrial' settings) is based on analogy with a pattern often seen in present-day village societies (eg, Forest 1996) . However, this paftern is in no way universal; cooking may be rhe province of men or young boys {cf MeaJ 1928). Is there any evidence for a link between women and food preparation? changes in the sexual division of labour has been long samples, Molleson stated that at Epipalaeolithic (cf suspected' In the 19th century, it was proposed that Natufian) Abu Hureyra, pathologi;s in metatarso-'1,t4 10 . K. l)tlright socrAl oRrcrNS oF cooKrNG & DrNrNG, EARLY vrLLAcEs, li/EsrERN ASrA phalanges and arm and shoulder joints were specific to females and resulted from habitual kneeling in the use of saddle querns (Molleson 1989, 3571.; 7994) .ln a more comprehensive analysis of stress lesions and robusticity in 105 Natufian and Neolithic male and female skeletons, Peterson (1994; found more sexual dimorphism in functional-stress variables in the Natufian -which could be explained by food preparation -than in the Neolithic, when male and female patterns converge and both display indications of increased physical workloads. On the other hand, she also notes evidence consistent with an interpretation that males were more active in tree felling and tilling in the Neolithic and that investigations of degenerative joint disease and trauma are necessary to evaluate gender-related tasks (Peterson 1997, 488 ). Miller's (1982, 210) 
Artefdcts
Two other lines of evidence, though indirect, may permit us to establish a link between women and food preparation. A cache of ground stone tools was found on the floor in the corner of a Late Neolithic (Yarmoukian) house at 'Ain Ghazal. The cache contained two grinding slab fragments, four handstones, one pestle (milling); and three perforated spindle whorls, two disks (=unfinished spindle whorls), two irregular perforated stones (loomweights), and a bone awl (weaving) (Rollefson et a/. 1990, figs 9-10; ri(right 1992) . Thus, the cache contains toolkits for milling and weaving.
Ear ly H i stori ca I Eui dence Texts and seals from early historic Mesopotamia support a link between weaving, milling, and adult women. Thus, archives of private business estates specialising in milling are known from the 3rd millennium Bc. Both male and female millers are mentioned but women far outnumber men (CAD arraru, arrardtu, bit arrarii Damerow 1996 , 1,53t Foster 1982 Harris 1975 ,270-2i Schneider 1925 . Links between adult women and weaving in estates are also documented in the 3rd millennium (Maekawa 1980 ' (NA4 HAR; Salonen 1966, 5t) . Millstones were received by women as gifts from their husbands and the tools were considered the women's property; other women received millstones from their fathers and as bridal gifts (Harris 1975, 3L9, 330, 369) . A private letter alludes to a creditor seizing the wife and daughter of a man in debt and putting them to work milling barley (Oppenheim 1, 967, 91, ) .
Tbe PPNB If we assume that adult women dominated milline and cooking in the Neolithic, it follows rhar in the Middle PPNB they were conducting these activities very much in the open, on kitchen-porches or just beyond, at the boundary between household and neighbour. In the Late PPNB, when both houses and sites grew larger, milling and cooking facilities were placed in much more restricted spaces and testify to the retreat of these activities into the private domestic domain. If adult women were primarily responsible for these activities, they conducted them in confined, relatively hidden spaces. Some ethnoarchaeological studies of agricultural villages have found correlations between the number of economically active women in a household and the number of grinding slabs (or sets of 2-3 slabs) in the house (Hayden & Cannon 1984,58-74' cf Kramer L982, 33-S) . Assuming that multiple milling stations of Late PPNB houses (as at Ba'ja) were in use at the same time, there may have been more economicallyactive women Der house than in the Middle PPNB.
CORPORATE GROUPS: SPECIAL BUILDINGS AND SPECIAL SITES Rollefson and Kohler-Rollefson (1989) have made a compelling case for intensive exploitation of local environments in the Late PPNB. Food DreDaration seems to fir this general picture, The sheer numbers of milling tools from individual houses, combined with new technologies such as ovens and plaster vessels, all point to intensification of labour in preparing food for larger numbers of consumers. But who were they? ]J?as it simply a matter of larger households and growing populations? Or were there external pressures to produce more, coming from other households, or from wider social institutions?
Many PPNB villages have large buildings of unusual plan. Banning (1995) interprets these as possible evidence for ostentarious hospitality. At Beidha, two large, unusual buildings of Phase C (Buildings 8 and 75) are interpreted as public structures for corporate institutions that integrated the village (Byrd 19941 . Building 8 (the Square Building, actually a large pier house) could accommodate more people at one time than any other roofed space in Phase C. Its contents were a large circular hearth, a polished limestone slab, and floor paint (Byrd 1994, in prep.; Kirkbride 1.966, 13; Wright forthcoming) . Building 75 is circular and may be a storage building. On the whole, the functions of these buildings are ambiguous. But one thing is clear: in sharp contrast to the corridor houses, these buildings were devoid of milling tools. Much the same seems to be true of special buildings at orher sires.
Special-purpose sites, which also lack milling rools, hint at one type of corporate group in the PPNB.
Nabal Hemar
Nahal Hemar Cave is a non-habitation site which produced a hoard of special items in association with a number of juvenile and adult skulls. All of the adult skulls appear to be male (Bar Yosef & Alon 1988; Yakar & Hershkovitz 1988) . One skull, of a man about 50 years in age, was decorated with a hairnet modelled in asphalt and an actual matching textile hairnet was also found. Cultivated cereals and legumes and asphalt-lined baskets were recovered but no ground stone tools were recovered. The hoard contained projectile points, textiles, figurines of human heads, beads, plaster items, and stone masks, one with a painted beard. A sourcing study by Goren et al-(1993) showed that plaster artefacts from Nahal Hemar were made in more than one place, suggesting that a number of villages participared in rhe u'e of rhese irems. In ail. the sire suggests corporare ritual activities involving men; and roles or statuses marked by beardedne's and soecial headdrers.
hunters holding bows, with varying headdresses (Betts 1998, tig. 7 .1J.
Discussion
Quite apart from special sites, images of male corporate groups engaged in real or ritualised hunting are widespread in art from Neolithic villages across the Near East. These works date to the PPNB and the early ceramic Neolithic, after which these images seem to disappear from the record. The art shows hunters with great variations of dress, especially headdress. In eastern Turkey adult males, wild animals, and yirility are shown in ithyphallic sculprures of men, birds and lions from Early-Middle PPNB Gdbeklitepe, a remote site with cultic buildings and no normal houses (Schmidt 1995; 1997' 7998) . Special buildings at Nevali Qori contained stelae and sculptures similar to those of Gobeklitepe (Hauptmann 1993) . I(all paintings from Qatalhoyiik show large mammals and groups of men holding bows, wearing variable headdresses and engaging in either hunting or a mockery of it (Mellaart 7966, . At Umm Dabaghiyah, one of the earliest ceramic Neolithic sites in Mesopotamia, massive multicellular structures suggesting storage dominate the architecture. Wall paintings showing wild animals were found in this site. Faunal remains dominated by wild animals, especially onager, were found in the cells (Kirkbride 7975) .
From these data, I suggest that adulr male sodalities involved in real or ritual hunting constituted an important social institution in Neolithic societies, integrating regional groups, transcending and cross cutting individual villages and kinship. These groups may have been acquiring relatively exotic natural resources -unusual wild animals for conspicuous consumption and display. Conspicuous display of these animals appears to be linked to an ideology emphasising men in groups, virility, domination, and initiation of young men into adulthood. Some of these displays were set up in domestic contexts and would have been visible on a daily basis to all household THE PREHISTORIC SOCIETY Dhuueila members. Variations in headdress and clothing Late ppNB Dhuweila in the Jordanian deserr, inrerprered by suggest that different ranks were recognised within rhe excavaror as a h.,nring .u.p, proiuJ "'fl* "!rv .^ii rhese groups. In addition, these groups may have been ground stone artefacts (mostly cobbles used in an ad hoc capable of acquiring surpluses and storing them, If so, way for grinding ; Betts 1998; Wright 1998) . A flagsrone such sodalities may have been central to the from a sttucture was carved with a scene showing groups of emergence of complex social hierarchies (Tiger 1970).
10. K. \Yright socrAl oRrcrNs oF cooKrNG & DrNrNG, EARLY vrlr.AcEs, v/EsrERN ASIA CONCLUSIONS Food-related activity areas in the Natufian and PPNA were relatively unspecialised and boundaries between house and communal space seem to have been fluid and unstructured. In the Early and Middle PPNB, we see much more structured spatial rules for food preparation. Milling, cooking, and storage seem to have taken place in areas near house entrances, a border zone between community space and the individual household. These were highly visible, public activities that posed opportunities for social contacts between households. If women were normally in charge of these activities, they were conducting them in an open social setting. Still, individual households seem to have controlled their own preparation and storage facilities and meal consumption may have been centred on the residential group. In the Late PPNB, intensification and 'privatisation' of milling, cooking, storage, and dining seem ro have taken place. These activities were more secluded vis-i-vis the village as a whole. If adult women were the primary producers of prepared food, the evidence suggests that they worked in relatively cloistered settings in the Late PPNB. The patterns discussed here did not persist after the PINB. Sharp changes in domesric arrangements occurred in the Pre-Pottery Neolithic C and the Late Neolithic, a subject I will deal with elsewhere. SimilarlS domestic arrangements for cooking and dining in the Neolithic varied considerably between regions and cultures. Some Anatolian villages display patterns with points of comparison to those of the southern Levant (eg, Hacilar VI; Mellaart 1970), but very different patterns seem to have prevailed at Aqiklihoyiik and Qatalhoyiik \Esin et al. 19911 ' Hodder 1997r Mellaart 1956 ).
the eventual large scale and precocious emergence of urban societies there.
After a century of research on agricultural origins we still know very little about many social and cultural aspects of early food production. Spatial analysis of how villagers converted harvests into meals may be a useful route of investigating the impact of early farming on social organisation -and uice uersa. Cultural variations in food customs may have had significant long-term effects on surplus production and historical change. Although natural environments, primary production, and agricultural economics at the regional level have dominated discussions of ea y farming societies, the excavated evidence may tell us as much or more about social environments, consumption, and home economics in those societies. a high-culrural value placed on larse-rcale ',"r"g. "Tilifi,';l ,fi',ltli;'"*"""";.ill"Xlll"L'i,'oiili"Folf probably played a key role in surplus production and Ghaza\. Proceedings of the Prebistoric Society 53,3O9-25 1,1,7
